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Dear Friends,

We all are aware of the prominence that future skills hold and at NSDC Academy, we are committed to empower our youth and make them future ready. With this vision, our 'CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS' will prove to be a dynamic hub of innovation.

Through strategic partnerships with industry leaders, our aim is to build a path for our young minds where they redefine possibilities by becoming proficient in emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine learning (ML), and Robotics. I am certain, that the Centre will bridge the gap between aspirations and industry demands, standing as a beacon of opportunity where youth can access transformative training, attain certification and brighten their future.
Dear Friends,

In an age when ideas and commerce fly instantly across the globe, the PDA CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS aims to connect all stakeholders such as our students, faculty, Industry and parents to achieve our common goals through a common stage.

Inspirational truth goes beyond borders and boundaries. It is a bridge to understand the world and our purpose in it. PDA CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS engages in teaching and learning great respect to all stakeholders. I look forward to see students of POOJYA BASAWARAJ DODDAPPA APPA College of Engineering gain the knowledge and develop the great academic capabilities that will allow them to build bridges of their own across the world.
Dear Friends,

No time in the past, has there been so much importance given to technology intervention in all aspects of life. As responsible citizens and academicians it is of utmost importance that we equip our present and future generation with all the required expertise to help assist them prosper in the future endeavors.

PDA CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS is our ambitious step in this direction for assuring quality, practical, technical training to the students in the region. I sincerely hope that the students and the parent's community support and work with us ensuring a brighter future.
Innovation Research in the area of AI, IoT, RPA, AR VR, Smart Factory etc.

Consulting industry experts to work on research work.

On-Premise Internships and Faculty Development Programs

World class infrastructure for Training and Learning and Technology enabled Training Programs

Incubation center for budding entrepreneurs

Industry collaboration to upscale the Students’ learning experience.
INDUSTRY 4.0 TECHNOLOGIES

- Big Data
- Augmented Reality
- Additive Manufacturing
- Cloud Computing
- Cybersecurity
- Artificial Intelligence
- Advanced Robotics
- Simulation
- Integration
- Internet of Things
PDA CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS - INDUSTRY COLLABORATION
PDA CENTRE FOR FUTURE SKILLS - INDUSTRY COLLABORATION
STUDENT BENEFITS

01 State of Art Technology labs for upskilling
02 Training from certified industry experts
03 Industry Readiness
04 Placements with Global Corporates
INSTITUTION BENEFITS

01
State of Art Centre for Future Skills Labs

02
Collaboration with Global Corporates

03
Faculty Development Programs on latest Technologies

04
Paid licensed Softwares on all latest Technologies
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Thank You
National Skill Development Corporation
Kaushal Bhawan, 5th - 6th Floors
New Moti Bagh, New Delhi - 110023
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